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Clinical PerspectiveWhat Is New?In the absence of conclusive data pertaining to the long‐term risk of myocardial infarction (MI) after stroke, we undertook a systematic review and meta‐analysis and found that the current overall risk of MI after stroke was below 1.3%/y.The risk of MI after stroke was 1.0%/y in stroke patients with no history of coronary artery disease (CAD) and 3.6%/y in those with CAD. In addition, the risk of MI after stroke did not differ across stroke etiology.Although the risk of MI after stroke decreased over time, the risk of recurrent stroke did not markedly vary over time. Furthermore, the risk of fatal MI was half the risk of recurrent strokes leading to death.Male sex, history of hypertension, CAD, and peripheral artery disease were associated with a doubled risk of MI after stroke.What Are the Clinical Implications?Our report shows that the contemporary overall risk of MI after stroke is below the usual threshold considered to classify high‐risk patients (≥20% at 10 years).In view of the moderate risk for recurrent MI after stroke among patients without CAD and the fact that stroke patients are more likely to die from recurrent strokes than a fatal MI, systematic screening for asymptomatic CAD after stroke appears unlikely to reduce mortality after stroke.Stroke patients with vascular risk factors remain at higher risk for subsequent MI, reinforcing the need for optimal secondary prevention to prevent MI as well as recurrent stroke in these patients.

 {#jah32879-sec-0008}

Although there is evidence that patients suffering a transient ischemic attack (TIA) or ischemic stroke (IS) are at high risk of coronary artery disease (CAD),[1](#jah32879-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah32879-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jah32879-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#jah32879-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#jah32879-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} current guidelines for prevention of coronary events in high‐risk individuals do not include stroke patients.[6](#jah32879-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jah32879-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} A writing group committee suggested the inclusion of large atherosclerosis IS, while other subtypes of IS are thought to carry a lower risk of CAD.[8](#jah32879-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} In a previous systematic review, the annual risk of myocardial infarction (MI) after TIA or IS was shown to be 2.2%.[5](#jah32879-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} However, the current risk of MI remains difficult to predict because the improvement of secondary prevention therapies may be counterbalanced by the aging of the population. Additionally, long‐term estimates were scarce, and several cohort studies have been published since this meta‐analysis. Moreover, whether coronary events or stroke is the main cause of death in IS/TIA patients remains uncertain. There are also no reliable data on predictors of MI among IS/TIA patients.

Therefore, we undertook a systematic review and meta‐analysis to determine the long‐term risk of MI, with temporal trends, along with the risks of recurrent stroke, cardiac, and vascular deaths, in IS/TIA patients. Additionally, we compared the risks of MI and recurrent stroke, for fatal and nonfatal events, and the risks of cardiac death versus fatal recurrent stroke, and assessed the risk factors for MI among IS/TIA patients.

Methods {#jah32879-sec-0009}
=======

The data, analytic methods, and study materials used have been made available to other researchers for purposes of reproducing the results or replicating the procedure.

We declare that all supporting data are available within the article and its online supplementary files.

Study Selection and Data Collection {#jah32879-sec-0010}
-----------------------------------

We report our study according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta‐Analyses.[9](#jah32879-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Eligible studies were observational cohort studies or randomized controlled trials (RCTs) including ≥100 IS or TIA patients with at least 1 year of follow‐up and reporting data on subsequent (fatal or nonfatal) MI. In these studies we also extracted data on recurrent stroke and cardiac and vascular deaths and compared the risks of MI and recurrent stroke as well as the risks of cardiac death and recurrent stroke in the same cohorts. To minimize bias in cardiac and vascular deaths definitions and to increase quality of studies reporting cardiac and vascular deaths, we only selected studies reporting these events if information on MI was given separately. When they were reported in studies, we collected data on risk factors for subsequent MI after IS/TIA. We excluded studies with highly selected populations (eg, young age, specific race, patients with a rare cause of stroke). Studies of stroke patients with a small (\<15%) proportion of hemorrhagic stroke were not excluded. In cases of multiple publications pertaining to the same population, we included only the publication with the largest amount of data relevant to this review. IS and TIA had to be defined according to the World Health Organization as a minimum.[10](#jah32879-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} We relied on authors' definitions of MI and of cardiac and vascular deaths.

We extracted data on study design (community‐, hospital‐based study, RCT), year of enrollment, duration of follow‐up, completeness of follow‐up, population characteristics (age, stroke etiology, proportion of TIA and IS, proportion of patients under antithrombotic therapies at some point during follow‐up), potential risk factors for MI (sex, history of hypertension, diabetes mellitus, current smoking, atrial fibrillation, peripheral artery disease and coronary artery disease \[CAD\], cardiac biomarkers \[such as troponin and brain natriuretic peptide\], and genetic variants). Assessment of risk of bias was undertaken at the study level based on study design, type of ischemic event (TIA, IS), incident or combined (incident and recurrent) IS/TIA, methods of ascertainment for IS/TIA and follow‐up events, completeness of follow‐up, delay from stroke onset to study inclusion, and definitions of each event. Critical appraisal of the cohort studies is presented in Data [S1](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.[11](#jah32879-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}

Search Strategy {#jah32879-sec-0011}
---------------

We used electronic search strategies (Data [S2](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to identify studies indexed in Medline and Embase until December 11, 2016, which reported information on MI after IS/TIA. We screened the bibliographies of relevant studies. We screened all titles and abstracts to determine potentially eligible studies and undertook data collection using a prespecified data extraction file. We did not restrict inclusion by language or date of publication or by study setting or study period.

Statistical Analysis {#jah32879-sec-0012}
--------------------

The annual absolute risk and the 95% confidence interval (CI) of MI were calculated using a random‐effects model meta‐analysis. We explored the time trend of this risk using random effects meta‐regressions with the midyear of the study period as covariate and reported *P*‐values (*P* ~int~) obtained from random‐effects meta‐regressions analyses. To assess whether the annual risk of MI varied with the duration of follow‐up, random‐effects meta‐regressions against the duration of follow‐up were performed. When possible, stratification of the risk of MI by history of CAD was performed. In additional analyses we investigated whether the risk of MI differs by study design, type of ischemic event (TIA, IS, or stroke), stroke etiology, or incident versus combined (incident or recurrent) or unspecified IS/TIA using random‐effects meta‐regressions. Furthermore, the proportions of overall heterogeneity in the absolute risk of MI across studies that could be accounted for by study design, study period, duration of follow‐up, mean age, proportion of antithrombotic and incident versus combined (incident and recurrent) or unspecified IS/TIA were determined by random‐effects meta‐regression against all above covariates. Sensitivity analyses were undertaken to explore the risk of MI in studies with delay from IS/TIA to inclusion \<1 month and in those with completeness of follow‐up ≥90%.

Similar analyses were undertaken to estimate the annual risks of recurrent stroke and cardiac and vascular deaths. Additionally, we explored whether the risks of MI and recurrent stroke differ by the presence of an explicit definition of these events reported in studies through meta‐regressions. We also examined the temporal trends of the main known vascular risk factors: mean age, mean systolic blood pressure at stroke admission, prevalence of current smokers, and male sex.

Then, to compare the risks of MI and recurrent stroke for fatal and nonfatal events separately, we selected studies reporting data on both MI and recurrent stroke and calculated annual incidence ratios of MI/recurrent stroke for fatal and nonfatal events. We also investigated time trends and variation with duration of follow‐up. Similar analyses were done for the annual incidence ratio of cardiac death/fatal recurrent stroke.

Finally, we explored the risk factors for MI by selecting the studies reporting the number of patients with and without a potential risk factor and the number of MI in each group. The unadjusted rate ratios (RRs) and 95% CIs for the risk of MI were calculated in patients with a potential risk factor compared to those without, using Poisson regression. Heterogeneity of risks across studies was analyzed by χ^2^ tests, and the *P*‐value (*P* ~het~) of the test was reported. Statistical analyses were performed in R software version 3.1.3 and STATA version 13.

Results {#jah32879-sec-0013}
=======

Of the 7635 titles identified from searching databases, 686 abstracts were screened, leading to the assessment of 180 full texts. Bibliography screening of these eligible full texts resulted in the screening of 45 additional full texts. A total of 167 full texts were finally excluded, leaving 58 studies for inclusion in the meta‐analysis (Figure [S1](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Characteristics of the included studies and definitions of MI, recurrent stroke, and cardiac and vascular deaths are reported in Tables [S1](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} to [S4](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The frequency and the annual risks of each outcome in individual studies are given in Table [S5](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

There were 7 community‐based studies, 25 hospital‐based studies, and 26 RCTs, involving a total of 131 299 patients with a mean (range) follow‐up of 3.5 (1.0‐10.0) years. Seven studies included patients with TIA only, 15 with IS only, 30 with TIA or IS, and 6 with IS and a small proportion of hemorrhagic stroke. Eight studies were restricted to incident IS/TIA, and 50 involved combined or unspecified IS/TIA. Delay from stroke onset to inclusion was \<7 days in 9 studies, \<1 month in 5, \<3 months in 13, \<6 months in 11, \<12 months in 1, \<5 years in 1 study, and not reported in 18 studies. Mean ages ranged from 59 to 77 years, and the prevalence of history of CAD from 38% to 88%. Active prospective follow‐up was undertaken in all except 4 studies, in which administrative follow‐up was used. The proportions of patients treated at some point during follow‐up with antithrombotic therapy ranged from 50% to 100%, with the lowest prevalence in old RCTs comparing antiplatelet therapy to placebo. The majority of the studies (41 \[71%\]) had a completeness of follow‐up ≥90%. In the remaining studies, completeness of follow‐up ranged from 73% to 88% in 4 studies and was unspecified in 13 studies.

###### 

Annual Risks of MI, Recurrent Stroke, and Cardiac and Vascular Deaths after TIA or Ischemic Stroke in Subgroup Analyses

  Population                     Total MI      Total Recurrent Stroke                                                                            
  ------------------------------ ------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------ ------------ ------------------ ------
  All                            46; 101 786   1.67 (1.36‐1.98)                                                  34; 73 184   4.26 (3.43‐5.09)   
  Study design                                                                                            0.48                                   0.18
  RCT                            21; 53 592    1.80 (1.26‐2.34)                                                  14; 30 359   4.58 (3.26‐5.91)   
  Community‐based studies        6; 33 638     1.35 (0.93‐1.76)                                                  5; 30 940    2.55 (0.50‐4.60)   
  Hospital‐based studies         19; 13 556    1.62 (1.14‐2.09)                                                  15; 11 885   4.54 (3.35‐5.72)   
  Type of ischemic event                                                                                  0.42                                   0.35
  TIA                            5; 2296       2.26 (1.62‐2.89)[\*](#jah32879-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}          3; 1092      4.42 (2.24‐6.59)   
  IS                             12; 43 274    1.50 (0.82‐2.18)                                                  9; 32 986    5.21 (3.46‐6.97)   
  Mixed TIA and IS               23; 45 609    1.67 (1.22‐2.12)                                                  17; 29 876   4.26 (3.06‐5.46)   
  Stroke                         6; 9607       1.51 (0.61‐2.41)                                                  5; 9230      2.60 (0.93‐4.27)   
  Stroke etiology                                                                                         0.91                                   
  Large‐artery atherosclerosis   11; 16 214    1.46 (0.85‐2.08)                                                  ···          ···                
  Small‐vessel disease           3; 307        1.49 (0.57‐2.42)[†](#jah32879-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}           ···          ···                
  Cardioembolism                 2; 260        1.50 (0.81‐2.19)[‡](#jah32879-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}           ···          ···                
  Incident IS/TIA                                                                                         0.62                                   0.95
  Incident                       8; 32 699     1.47 (0.95‐2.00)                                                  7; 32 322    4.68 (3.41‐5.94)   
  Combined or unspecified        38; 69 087    2.06 (1.29‐2.82)                                                  27; 40 862   4.15 (3.15‐5.15)   

                            Fatal MI     Fatal Recurrent Stroke                                                                                                                     
  ------------------------- ------------ ------------------------------------------------------------ ------ ------------ --------------------------------------------------------- ------
  All                       30; 50 364   0.66 (0.46‐0.86)                                                    18; 34 445   0.77 (0.45‐1.10)                                          
  Study design                                                                                        0.96                                                                          0.36
  RCT                       15; 37 696   0.63 (0.41‐0.85)                                                    9; 27 272    0.63 (0.40‐0.86)                                          
  Community‐based studies   3; 4920      0.57 (0.24‐0.89)                                                    2; 823       1.44 (0.19‐2.69)[§](#jah32879-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   
  Hospital‐based studies    12; 7748     0.76 (0.30‐1.22)                                                    7; 6350      0.78 (0.02‐1.57)                                          
  Type of ischemic event                                                                              0.88                                                                          0.87
  TIA                       4; 2075      0.94 (0.27‐1.62)                                                    2; 812       1.12 (0.86‐3.09)                                          
  IS                        4; 7791      0.35 (0.04‐0.75)[\|\|](#jah32879-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}          3; 1360      0.78 (0.09‐1.65)[‡](#jah32879-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   
  Mixed TIA and IS          19; 35 893   0.64 (0.40‐0.87)                                                    9; 23 437    0.60 (0.46‐0.73)                                          
  Stroke                    3, 4605      0.87 (0.01‐1.92)                                                    4; 8836      1.15 (0.26‐2.59)                                          
  Incident IS/TIA                                                                                     0.95                                                                          
  Incident                  4, 1860      0.29 (0.03‐0.61)                                                    4; 1667      0.65 (0.11‐1.42)                                          0.58
  Combined or unspecified   26, 48 504   0.73 (0.51‐0.96)                                                    14; 32 778   0.81 (0.44‐1.19)                                          

                            Nonfatal MI   Recurrent Nonfatal Stroke                                                                                                                 
  ------------------------- ------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------- ------------ --------------------------------------------------------- -------
  All                       31; 65 808    0.88 (0.70‐1.07)                                                   20; 51 568   2.92 (2.22‐3.62)                                          
  Study design                                                                                       0.020                                                                          0.51
  RCT                       13; 33 352    1.15 (0.81‐1.49)                                                   7; 24 062    3.73 (2.70‐4.77)                                          
  Community‐based studies   2; 3809       0.47 (0.38‐0.56)[\#](#jah32879-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}           2; 823       2.15 (0.19‐6.43)                                          
  Hospital‐based studies    16; 28 647    0.73 (0.52‐0.95)                                                   11; 26 683   2.49 (1.73‐3.26)                                          
  Type of ischemic event                                                                             0.84                                                                           0.092
  TIA                       4; 2138       0.88 (0.27‐1.50)                                                   2; 812       4.23 (3.41‐5.05)[†](#jah32879-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   
  IS                        6; 8923       0.88 (0.14‐1.62)                                                   5; 2492      3.11 (1.46‐4.76)                                          
  Mixed TIA and IS          18; 50 141    0.92 (0.71‐1.13)                                                   9; 39 428    3.06 (2.00‐4.12)                                          
  Stroke                    3, 4605       0.87 (0.01‐1.75)                                                   4; 8836      1.84 (0.57‐3.10)                                          
  Incident IS/TIA                                                                                    0.67                                                                           0.83
  Incident                  4, 1860       0.80 (0.27‐1.34)                                                   4, 1667      3.90 (2.04‐5.76)                                          
  Combined or unspecified   27, 63 948    0.90 (0.69‐1.10)                                                   16; 19 901   2.71 (1.96‐3.47)                                          

                            Cardiac Death   Vascular Death                                                                                     
  ------------------------- --------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------ ------------- ------------------ ------
  All                       11; 15 050      1.38 (0.96‐1.81)                                                  38; 76 501    2.17 (1.75‐2.59)   
  Study design                                                                                         0.60                                    0.62
  RCT                       7; 13 290       1.59 (1.14‐2.03)                                                  18; 43 170    2.38 (1.92‐2.85)   
  Community‐based studies   1; 184          2.50 (1.32‐3.67)                                                  1; 184        4.99 (3.36‐6.63)   
  Hospital‐based studies    3; 1576         0.60 (0.20‐1.01)[\#](#jah32879-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}          19; 33 147    1.83 (1.18‐2.49)   
  Type of ischemic event                                                                               0.51                                    0.65
  TIA                       2; 1074         2.27 (1.69‐2.84)                                                  5; 2251       2.69 (1.05‐4.32)   
  IS                        3; 1592         0.78 (0.05‐1.52)                                                  10; 11 835    2.09 (1.23‐2.96)   
  Mixed TIA and IS          6; 12 834       1.44 (0.96‐1.91)                                                  20; 54 218    2.06 (1.65‐2.48)   
  Stroke                    ···             ···                                                               3, 8197       2.49 (1.00‐5.99)   
  Incident IS/TIA                                                                                      0.71                                    0.91
  Incident                  2, 894          1.36 (0.69‐3.42)                                                  6; 3710       1.36 (0.05‐2.66)   
  Combined or unspecified   9, 14 156       0.56 (0.27‐0.86)                                                  32; 72; 791   2.32 (1.90‐2.74)   

Numbers are percentage unless otherwise indicated; CI indicates confidence interval; IS, ischemic stroke; MI, myocardial infarction; N, number of studies; n, number of patients; RCT, randomized controlled trial; Stroke, ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke; TIA, transient ischemic attacks; *P* ~int~, *P* interaction against study design (RCT, community‐based, hospital‐based studies); type of ischemic event (TIA, IS or mixed TIA and IS); stroke etiology (stroke attributable to large artery atherosclerosis, small vessel disease or cardioembolism); incident IS/TIA (incident vs combined \[incident and recurrent\] or unspecified TIA/IS). There was a significant heterogeneity across studies in all analyses with *P*\<0.001, except \**P*=0.0179, ^†^ *P*=0.79, ^‡^ *P*=0.14, ^§^ *P*=0.0274, ^\|\|^ *P*=0.0301, ^\#^ *P*=0.74.

Twenty‐three (40%) studies provided an explicit definition of MI, which was based on clinical parameters, biological markers, ECG changes, or the *International Classification of Diseases* (ICD) (Table [S4](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). An explicit definition of recurrent stroke was given in 15 (38%) studies: a neurologic deficit lasting ≥24 hours was the definition used in most of the studies, and only 1 required a period of neurological stability between index stroke and recurrent stroke (Table [S5](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). [Table](#jah32879-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"} shows the pooled risks of MI, recurrent stroke, and cardiac and vascular deaths, overall and in the prespecified subgroups, with differences among subgroups assessed by meta‐regressions.

Risk of MI {#jah32879-sec-0014}
----------

The annual risk of MI was 1.67% (95% CI 1.36‐1.98, 46 studies, 100 786 patients, with significant heterogeneity across studies, *P* ~het~\<0.001); 96% of the heterogeneity across studies was explained by study design, study period, duration of follow‐up, mean age, prevalence of antithrombotic therapy, and incident versus combined IS/TIA. The annual risk of MI significantly decreased over time (*P* ~int~=0.021, Figure [1](#jah32879-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). This time trend did not differ between community‐based studies (7 studies, 34 749 patients) and hospital‐based studies and RCTs (51 studies, 96 550 patients, *P* ~int~=0.58). The risk of MI was lower in studies that enrolled patients after 2005 (0.90%, 95% CI 0.49‐1.32, 6 studies, 5914 patients) than in those that enrolled patients between 1990 and 2005 (1.53%, 95% CI 1.14‐1.91, 26 studies, 83 884 patients), and before 1990 (2.32%, 95% CI 1.63‐3.00, 14 studies, 10 988 patients, *P* ~int~=0.015). The mean systolic blood pressure at stroke admission (*P* ~int~=0.02) and the prevalence of current smokers (*P* ~int~=0.04) have decreased over time, whereas the mean age (*P* ~int~=0.81) and the proportion of men (*P* ~int~=0.65) have not. The risk of MI did not significantly vary with the duration of follow‐up (range 1.0‐10.0 years, *P* ~int~=0.88, Figure [2](#jah32879-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The annual risk of MI was higher in studies restricted to patients with history of CAD (1.91%, 95% CI 1.45‐2.37, 5 studies, 2309 patients) than in those without (0.85%, 95% CI 0.56‐1.14, 3 studies, 7795 patients, *P* ~int~=0.036). When restricted to studies with a midyear period ≥2000, the annual risk of MI was 1.02% (95% CI 0.68‐5.69, 3 studies, 3351 patients) in patients with no history of CAD and 3.64% (1.59‐5.69, 3 studies, 1163 patients) in those with CAD (*P* ~int~\<0.001).

![Evolution of the annual risks of myocardial infarction (MI) and cardiac death in IS/TIA patients over time. The size of the plot is inversely proportional to the within‐study variance. IS indicates ischemic stroke; TIA, transient ischemic attack.](JAH3-7-e007267-g001){#jah32879-fig-0001}

![Evolution of the annual risks of myocardial infarction (MI) and cardiac death in IS/TIA patients with the duration of study follow‐up. The size of the plot is inversely proportional to the within‐study variance. IS indicates ischemic stroke; TIA, transient ischemic attack.](JAH3-7-e007267-g002){#jah32879-fig-0002}

There was no significant difference in the risk of MI among study designs (*P* ~int~=0.48), types of ischemic event (*P* ~int~=0.42), and incident versus combined or unspecified IS/TIA (*P* ~int~=0.62, [Table](#jah32879-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}, Figures [S2](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} through [S4](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although the number of studies reporting the risk of MI by stroke etiology was small, the risk did not seem to differ among large‐artery atherosclerosis, small‐vessel disease, and cardioembolism (*P* ~int~=0.91, [Table](#jah32879-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The annual risk of MI did not differ according to whether an explicit definition of MI was reported or not (*P* ~int~=0.54, Tables [S2](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The sensitivity analyses restricted to studies with recruitment delay \<1 month from stroke onset (2.10%, 95% CI 1.30‐2.90, 11 studies, 3015 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001) and those with completeness of follow‐up ≥90% (1.78%, 95% CI 1.39‐2.17, 41 studies, 111 729 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001) found a similar risk of MI to the overall risk.

The annual risk of fatal MI was 0.66% (95% CI 0.46‐0.86, 30 studies, 50 364 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001). There was a significant decrease in the annual risk of fatal MI over time (*P* ~int~=0.002, Figure [1](#jah32879-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), with no variation with the duration of follow‐up (range 1.0‐10.0 years, *P* ~int~=0.25, Figure [2](#jah32879-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). There were no significant differences in the risk between study designs (*P* ~int~=0.96), types of ischemic event (*P* ~int~=0.88), or incident versus combined or unspecified IS/TIA (*P* ~int~=0.95, [Table](#jah32879-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

The annual risk of nonfatal MI was 0.88% (95% CI 0.70‐1.07, 31 studies, 65 808 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001). The risk of nonfatal MI was higher in RCTs (1.15%, 95% CI 0.81‐1.49, 13 studies, 33 352 patients) than in community‐ (0.47%, 95% CI 0.38‐0.56, 2 studies, 3809 patients) and hospital‐based studies (0.73%, 95% CI 0.52‐0.95, 16 studies, 28 647 patients, *P* ~int~=0.020). There was no evidence for a variation over time (*P* ~int~=0.14, Figure [1](#jah32879-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) or with the duration of follow‐up (range 1.0‐10.0 years, *P* ~int~=0.45, Figure [2](#jah32879-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). There was no difference in the risk between types of ischemic event (*P* ~int~=0.84) and incident versus combined or unspecified IS/TIA (*P* ~int~=0.67, [Table](#jah32879-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

Risk of Recurrent Stroke {#jah32879-sec-0015}
------------------------

The annual risk of recurrent stroke was 4.26% (95% CI 3.43‐5.09, 34 studies, 73 184 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001); 60% of the heterogeneity across studies was explained by the study design, study period, duration of follow‐up, mean age, proportion of patients on antithrombotic therapy, and incident versus combined IS/TIA. The risk of recurrent stroke did not vary markedly over time (*P* ~int~=0.63, Figure [3](#jah32879-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) and significantly decreased with the duration of follow‐up (range 1.0‐10.0 years, *P* ~int~\<0.001, Figure [4](#jah32879-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Evolution of the annual risks of recurrent stroke and vascular death in IS/TIA patients over time. The size of the plot is inversely proportional to the within‐study variance. IS indicates ischemic stroke; TIA, transient ischemic attack.](JAH3-7-e007267-g003){#jah32879-fig-0003}

![Evolution of the annual risks of recurrent stroke and vascular death in IS/TIA patients with the duration of study\'s follow‐up. The size of the plot is inversely proportional to the within‐study variance. IS indicates ischemic stroke; TIA, transient ischemic attack.](JAH3-7-e007267-g004){#jah32879-fig-0004}

The risk of recurrent stroke tended to be higher in RCTs (4.58%, 95% CI 3.26‐5.91, 14 studies, 30 359 patients) and hospital‐based studies (4.54%, 95% CI 3.35‐5.72, 15 studies, 11 885 patients) than in community‐based studies (2.55%, 95% CI 0.50‐4.60, 5 studies, 30 940 patients, *P* ~int~=0.18, [Table](#jah32879-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}, Figures [S5](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} through [S7](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). No significant difference in the risk of recurrent stroke was observed in incident versus combined or unspecified IS/TIA (*P* ~int~=0.95) and types of ischemic event (*P* ~int~=0.35), although the risk in studies reporting ischemic stroke as well as a small proportion of hemorrhagic stroke was estimated to be lower than that in TIA or IS studies ([Table](#jah32879-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}). The risk of recurrent stroke stratified by the presence of CAD was reported in only 1 study.[12](#jah32879-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} The sensitivity analyses restricted to studies with inclusion delay \<1 month from stroke onset (5.07%, 95% CI 3.63‐6.51, 14 studies, 4746 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001) and those with completeness of follow‐up ≥90% (4.56%, 95% CI 3.53‐5.58, 21 studies, 60 310 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001) found a risk of recurrent stroke similar to the overall risk. The risk of recurrent stroke did not differ according to whether an explicit definition of recurrent stroke was reported or not (*P* ~int~=0.28, Tables [S2](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The annual risk of fatal recurrent stroke was 0.77% (95% CI 0.45‐1.10, 18 studies, 34 445 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001). The risk did not markedly vary over time (*P* ~int~=0.55, Figure [3](#jah32879-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) or with the duration of follow‐up (range 1.0‐6.2 years, *P* ~int~=0.36, Figure [4](#jah32879-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). There was no difference in the risk of fatal recurrent stroke between types of ischemic event (*P* ~int*=*~0.87) and incident versus combined or unspecified IS/TIA (*P* ~int~=0.58), but the risk tended to be lower in RCTs (0.63%, 95% CI 0.40‐0.86, 9 studies, 27 272 patients) and hospital‐based studies (0.78%, 95% CI 0.02‐1.57, 7 studies, 6350 patients) as compared with community‐based studies (1.44%, 95% CI 0.19‐2.69, 2 studies, 823 patients, *P* ~int~=0.36, [Table](#jah32879-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

The annual risk of recurrent nonfatal stroke was 2.92% (95% CI 2.22‐3.62, 20 studies, 51 568 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001). The risk did not vary markedly over time (*P* ~int~=0.24) and significantly decreased with the duration of follow‐up (range 1.0‐6.2 years, *P* ~int~=0.031, Figure [4](#jah32879-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). There was no difference in the risk between study designs (*P* ~int~=0.51) and incident versus combined or unspecified IS/TIA (*P* ~int~=0.83, [Table](#jah32879-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}).

Risk of Vascular Death {#jah32879-sec-0016}
----------------------

The annual risk of cardiac death was 1.38% (95% CI 0.96‐1.81, 11 studies, 15 050 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001), and 68% of the heterogeneity among studies was explained by study design, study period, duration of follow‐up, mean age, and proportion of patients on antithrombotic therapy. We could not explore the influence of incident versus combined IS/TIA on the heterogeneity across studies due to insufficient data. The risk of cardiac death significantly decreased over time (*P* ~int~\<0.001, Figure [1](#jah32879-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) and was estimated to be 0.54% (95% CI 0.28‐0.80, 4 studies, 2145 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.18) in studies that enrolled patients from 2000. That risk did not vary markedly with the duration of follow‐up (range 1.0‐10.0 years, *P* ~int~=0.95, Figure [2](#jah32879-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). There was no significant difference in the risk of cardiac death among study designs (*P* ~int~=0.60), types of ischemic event (*P* ~int~=0.51), and incident versus combined or unspecified IS/TIA (*P* ~int~=0.71, [Table](#jah32879-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}, Figures [S9](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} through [S10](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). None of the studies reported data on the risk of cardiac death stratified by presence of CAD. The sensitivity analyses restricted to studies with recruitment delay \<1 month from stroke onset (1.47%, 95% CI 0.33‐2.60, 3 studies, 1066 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.01) and those with completeness of follow‐up ≥90% (1.43%, 95% CI 0.92‐1.94, 8 studies, 11 177 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001) found similar risk of cardiac death to the overall risk.

The annual risk of vascular death was 2.17% (95% CI 1.75‐2.59, 38 studies, 76 501 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001), and 80% of the heterogeneity among studies was explained by study design, study period, duration of follow‐up, mean age, proportion of patients on antithrombotic therapy, and incident versus combined IS/TIA. The risk of vascular death significantly decreased over time (*P* ~int~\<0.001, Figure [3](#jah32879-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) and was estimated to be 1.71% (95% CI 1.11‐2.32, 20 studies, 45 060 patients, *P* ~het~\<0.001) in studies that enrolled patients from 2000. This risk did not vary markedly with the duration of follow‐up (range 1.0‐10.0 years, *P* ~int~=0.64, Figure [4](#jah32879-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). There was no significant difference in the risk of vascular death among study designs (*P* ~int~=0.62), types of ischemic event (*P* ~int~=0.65), and incident versus combined or unspecified IS/TIA (*P* ~int~=0.91, [Table](#jah32879-tbl-0001){ref-type="table-wrap"}, Figures [S11](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} through [S13](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The annual risk of vascular death was significantly higher in patients with a history of CAD (3.10%, 95% CI 2.78‐3.43, 3 studies, 7513 patients, *P* ~het~=0.23) than in those without (1.41%, 95% CI 0.95‐1.88, 3 studies, 15 160 patients, *P* ~het~=0.001, *P* ~int~\<0.0001). The sensitivity analyses restricted to studies with recruitment delay \<1 month from stroke onset (2.33%, 95% CI 1.14‐3.51, 9 studies, 2833 patients, *P* ~he~\<0.001) and those with completeness of follow‐up ≥90% (2.30%, 95% CI 1.82‐2.78, 31 studies, 69 064 patients), *P* ~het~\<0.001) found risk of vascular death to be similar to the overall risk.

Comparison of the Risk of MI and Recurrent Stroke {#jah32879-sec-0017}
-------------------------------------------------

Numbers of fatal and nonfatal MIs and recurrent strokes along with respective incidence ratios are reported for each study in Table [S2](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In studies reporting both the numbers of fatal MIs and fatal recurrent strokes, the risk of fatal MI was half the risk of recurrent strokes leading to death (incidence ratio=0.51, 95% CI 0.14‐0.89, 14 studies, 29 451 patients, *P* ~het~=0.58), with a decreasing trend over time (*P* ~int~=0.14, Figure [5](#jah32879-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). That ratio did not vary markedly with the duration of follow‐up (*P* ~int~=0.16). IS/TIA patients were 75% less likely to develop a nonfatal MI than recurrent nonfatal strokes in studies reporting the numbers of both nonfatal MIs and recurrent nonfatal strokes (incidence ratio=0.25, 95% CI 0.02‐0.50, 15 studies, 42 330 patients, *P* ~het~=0.68), with no change over time (*P* ~int~=0.73) or with the duration of follow‐up (*P* ~int~=0.55, Figure [5](#jah32879-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Evolution of the incidence ratio of fatal and nonfatal myocardial infarction (MI)/recurrent stroke over time and with the duration of study\'s follow‐up. The size of the plot is inversely proportional to the within‐study variance.](JAH3-7-e007267-g005){#jah32879-fig-0005}

Numbers of cardiac deaths and the incidence ratio of cardiac death/fatal recurrent strokes are given for each study in Table [S2](#jah32879-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. There was a nonsignificant higher risk of cardiac death than fatal recurrent strokes in studies reporting both the numbers of cardiac deaths and fatal recurrent strokes (incidence ratio=1.39, 95% CI 0.52‐2.27, 7 studies, 10 399 patients, *P* ~het~=0.68), with no change over time (*P* ~int~=0.60) or with the duration of follow‐up (*P* ~int~=0.97, Figure [6](#jah32879-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}).

![Evolution of the incidence ratio of cardiac death/fatal recurrent stroke against study\'s duration of follow‐up and over time. The size of the plot is inversely proportional to the within‐study variance.](JAH3-7-e007267-g006){#jah32879-fig-0006}

Risk Factors for MI {#jah32879-sec-0018}
-------------------

Pooled RRs for MI, when calculable, are presented in Figure [7](#jah32879-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}. Male sex (*P*\<0.001), history of hypertension (*P*=0.022), CAD (*P*\<0.001), and peripheral artery disease (*P*=0.0043) were associated with a doubled risk of MI. There was no significant difference in the risk of MI in patients with a history of atrial fibrillation (RR=0.87, 95% CI=0.47‐1.50), diabetes mellitus (RR=1.14, 95% CI=0.71‐1.76), and current smoking (RR=1.21, 95% CI=0.83‐1.73) compared to those without. Only 1 study investigated dyslipidemia as a potential risk factor for MI and found a significantly increased likelihood of MI in patients with dyslipidemia than in those without, in univariate but not in multivariate analysis.[13](#jah32879-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} We could not assess the influence of biomarkers and genetic variants on the risk of MI because no study reported this information.

![Forest plots of the meta‐analyses of potential risk factors for myocardial infarction (MI) in IS/TIA patients. The size of the square is proportional to the sample size of the study. CAD indicates coronary artery disease; CI, confidence interval; IS, ischemic stroke; M‐H, Mantel‐Haenszel; MI, myocardial infarction; N, number of patients; n, number of studies; *P* ~het~, *P* value for heterogeneity; PAD, peripheral artery disease; RR, rate ratio; TIA, transient ischemic attack.](JAH3-7-e007267-g007){#jah32879-fig-0007}

Discussion {#jah32879-sec-0019}
==========

In this meta‐analysis of IS/TIA patients, the risks of MI and cardiac and vascular deaths significantly decreased over time. The risk of subsequent MI was estimated to range between 0.49%/y and 1.32%/y since 2005. On the other hand, the risk of recurrent stroke did not markedly vary over time. IS/TIA patients were found to be more likely to have fatal recurrent strokes than a fatal MI. Unlike the risk of recurrent stroke that seemed to decrease with time after the index stroke, the risks of MI, cardiac, and vascular deaths after IS/TIA remained stable. Male sex, history of hypertension, CAD, and peripheral artery disease were associated with a doubled risk of MI.

Our review shows that, overall, the current risk of MI after IS/TIA is below 1.3%/y, that is, less than the usual threshold considered to classify high‐risk patients (≥20% at 10 years).[14](#jah32879-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} The observed decrease in the risks of total MI, fatal MI, and cardiac death over time may be partly explained by better management of acute MI. However, in such cases, an increase in the risk of nonfatal MI over time would have been expected. As that risk has not markedly varied over time, the variation in the risk of MI is likely to be due to the reduction in the prevalence of vascular risk factors. In particular, the substantial reduction in the rate of current smoking observed over time and the improvement of secondary prevention (the decrease in BP levels observed over time as well as the use of high doses of statin drugs since 2006[15](#jah32879-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) might well have contributed to this decrease. Additionally, a fall in the incidence of MI over time in the general population (not restricted to stroke patients) has been reported previously in population‐based studies[16](#jah32879-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#jah32879-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} and is likely to be attributable to the treatment of modifiable risk factors.

In contrast, despite improvement in secondary prevention of stroke,[18](#jah32879-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#jah32879-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#jah32879-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} the risk of recurrent stroke did not seem to have varied significantly over time. Unlike MI, in which the only underlying mechanism is large‐artery atherosclerosis, the heterogeneity in stroke etiology may partly explain this lack of reduction in the risk of recurrent stroke over time. Findings from a nationwide register of stroke patients suggest that the reduction in the risk of stroke recurrence observed over time was mainly due to the decrease in the early risk of stroke recurrence. In contrast, temporal trends of the long‐term risk of recurrence showed no significant variation over time.[21](#jah32879-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} However, this study was subjected to selection bias in that only young patients were included. Another population‐based study reporting temporal trends of recurrent stroke separately at various time points after the index stroke has not identified any significant decrease over time in the risk of stroke recurrence in patients of all age ranges.[22](#jah32879-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

This article updates the general assumption that cardiac events remained the main cause of death after stroke.[1](#jah32879-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jah32879-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jah32879-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#jah32879-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} The significant decrease observed over time in the risks of fatal MI and cardiac death but the relative stability of the risk of fatal recurrent strokes over time are likely to explain previous findings. In our review of studies reporting the number of MIs as well as of cardiac death and fatal recurrent strokes, the risks of cardiac death and fatal recurrent strokes were comparable. Additionally, IS/TIA patients were found to be more likely to have fatal recurrent strokes than a fatal MI. Uncertainties remain about the other causes of cardiac death not classified as attributable to MI and how to prevent them, with most of these cardiac deaths being classified as sudden deaths.

Our findings have several implications for further research on secondary prevention of IS/TIA. First, the current relatively low absolute risk of fatal MI after IS/TIA, especially in patients without history of CAD, suggests that a RCT aiming to assess effect on mortality of screening for asymptomatic CAD in IS/TIA patients would require thousands of patients to show a benefit. For instance, in a trial of IS/TIA patients aiming to show a relative risk reduction of 30% on mortality from MI between those who would benefit from a screening for asymptomatic CAD and those who would not, with 80% power and a 0.05 2‐sided *P* value, and assuming an annual risk of fatal MI of 0.65%, a total of 45 000 patients would be needed. Second, although the sample size of studies reporting the risk of MI by stroke subtype was small, the risk did not seem to differ across stroke etiology, suggesting that similar intensive preventive strategies should be implemented in patients with any subtype of stroke. Additionally, the risks of MI, recurrent stroke, and cardiac and vascular deaths did not significantly differ between TIA and IS, suggesting that IS and TIA patients should benefit from equal therapy to lower these risks. Third, male sex, history of hypertension, CAD, and peripheral artery disease were associated with a doubled risk of MI after IS/TIA. However, these factors are not as helpful in clinical practice as they are highly prevalent in stroke patients, and patients after stroke receive antithrombotic and antihypertensive therapies that lower their risk. Clinically useful scores are required to risk stratify patients at high risk of MI after stroke.

Our study has some limitations. First, although we only included studies with ≥100 patients to minimize the risk of a chance finding due to small sample size and used a random‐effect meta‐analysis model, there was substantial heterogeneity across studies in the absolute risks. Substantial heterogeneity across studies, including the variability in the estimates due to clinical and/or methodological differences among studies, is not uncommon in meta‐analyses of absolute risks. Because of this heterogeneity among studies, the interpretation of our pooled estimates of absolute operative risks might not be seen as straightforward. However, the 95% CI obtained through a random‐effect meta‐analysis well describes uncertainty in the average risk. For instance, looking among all studies, the risk of MI was 1.67%/y, with 95% CI interval at least equal to 1.36%/y and as high as 1.98%/y. As suggested for meta‐analyses in the presence of heterogeneity within studies, the use of a funnel plot and test for small‐effect study is not appropriate.[24](#jah32879-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#jah32879-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#jah32879-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#jah32879-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} Heterogeneity can cause asymmetric funnel plots, even in the absence of publication bias, and may therefore lead to false‐positive claims of publication bias. Therefore, we did not report funnel plots. However, we examined potential sources of heterogeneity in the overall risk of each event. This revealed that at least 60% of the heterogeneity across studies in the absolute risks was explained by the following studies' characteristics: study design, study period, duration of follow‐up, incident versus combined or unspecified IS/TIA, mean age, and proportion of patients on antithrombotic therapy. However, these potential sources need to be interpreted with caution, as these analyses are exposed to ecological biases.[28](#jah32879-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, there was no significant heterogeneity in the incidence ratios of MI/recurrent stroke and of cardiac death/fatal recurrent stroke. Second, the majority of studies did not report a definition of MI or recurrent stroke. However, there was no significant difference in the risks of MI and recurrent stroke between studies that reported a specified definition and those that did not. Among studies reporting a definition of recurrent stroke, only 1 required a period of neurological stability, and the likelihood of an underestimated risk of early recurrent stroke was therefore low. Third, the average follow‐up duration of studies was 2 to 4 years, and scarce information was available on the very long‐term risk of MI. Aging, which is likely to increase the risk of MI, rises with the duration of follow‐up, and we cannot exclude that the risk of MI rises later on. Delay from stroke onset to inclusion was several weeks or months, preventing us from assessing the early risk of MI and cardiac death, and higher early risks after stroke cannot be ruled out. However, the sensitivity analyses restricted to studies with recruitment delay \<1 month from stroke onset found similar results to the overall findings.
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